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straining Threepio, his internal thermostat overloaded and edging

dangerously toward overheat shutdown, struggled up the top of what

he hoped was the last towering the dune. Nearby, a pillars and

buttresses of bleached calcium, the bones of some enormous beast,

formed an unpromising landmark. Reaching the crest of the dune,

Threepio peered anxiously ahead. Instead of the hoped-for greenery

of human civilization he saw only several dozen more dunes,

identical in form and promise to the one he now stood upon. The

farthest rose even higher than the one he presently surmounted.

Threepio turned and looked back toward the now far-off rocky

plateau, which was beginning to grow indistinct with distance and

heat distortion. "You malfunctioning little twerp," he muttered,

unable even now to admit to himself that perhaps, just possibly, the

Artoo unit might have been right. "This is all your fault. You tricked

me into going this way, but you’ll do no better." Nor would he if he

didn’t continue on. So he took a step forward and heard

something grind dully within a leg joint. Sitting down in an electronic

funk, he began picking sand from his encrusted joints. He could

continue on his present course, he told himself. Or he could confess

to an error in judgment and try to catch up again with Artoo Detoo.

Neither prospect held much appeal for him. But there was a third

choice. He could sit here, shining in the sunlight, until his joints



locked, his internals overheated, and the ultraviolet burned out his

photoreceptors. He would become another monument to the

destructive power of the binary, like the colossal organism whose

picked corpse he had just encountered. Already his receptors were

beginning to go, he reflected. It seemed he saw something moving in

the distance. Heat distortion, probably. Nonoit was definitely light

on metal, and it was moving toward him. His hopes soared. Ignoring

the warnings from his damaged leg, he rose and began waving

frantically. It was, he saw now, definitely a vehicle, though of a type

unfamiliar to him. But a vehicle it was, and that implied intelligence

and technology. He neglected in his excitement to consider the

possibility that it might not be of human origin. 100Test 下载频道开
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